The Librarian Who Couldn't Read

BY
NICK

WE ARE ON THAT DOT.
Way, way out in space there was a spacecraft that was falling towards Earth. The spacecraft crashed and the driver hopped out and took a quick look around. He did not like the Earth but he did not have a spacecraft to go home to his planet.
He got a job as a librarian, and he loved his job, but there was one problem...HE COULDN'T READ! He did not know what to do. He looked through several books but he still did not know how to read.
On weekends, he asked people to tell him how to read but no human would talk to an alien species. On weekdays, he looked through the library books trying to teach him self to read. He ran out of people to talk to and there was only one book left in the library.
He said, "It's hopeless, I'll never learn how to read." He picked up the last library book carefully and tried to read it. It was a book about aliens. He saw himself on a page with his alien alphabet. Suddenly it came to him, he memorized the translation between English and his language.
He was so happy he never wanted to leave Earth. He made new friends and lived happily ever after.
THE END

THE ALIEN LANGUAGE

A = N
B = 8 / I
C = / I
D = O / I
E = / I
F = F / I
G = C / I
H = H / I
I = 1
J = J / I
K = Y / I
L = \[\]
M = N / Y
N = \^ \ Y
O = ( / I
P = D / \[\] (decode)
Q = O / I
R = P / I
S = J
T = 1 / I
U = U / I
V = \ Y
W = W
X = \ / I
Y = V
Z = L / I

All Y / 5!